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Abstract:
In the current economic climate wherein banks as well as investors have become more risk
averse to safeguard their investments, crowd funding has emerged as an alternative tool of
financing. It is a budding and innovative online platform for small businesses and startup
entrepreneurs that have the common problem of attracting outside capital for funding a new
venture. This paper is an attempt to present the concept of crowdfunding, an online fundraising
option available to new start-ups. In spite of the fact that crowd funding has emerged as a
successful online fund raising option in developed countries like US, it is yet at a very nascent
stage in developing countries like India. The paper endeavors to explain different business
platforms and models of crowd funding available universally. Since the concept is new an
attempt is also made to discuss the risks and benefits associated with the online funding option.
Based on the available empirical data the paper discusses the economic relevance of crowd
funding and its applicability to start-up financing and funding creative ventures and research
projects. Eventually the scope of crowd funding is narrowed down to India, specifically. The
paper concludes with the prospects and challenges that crowd funding have in Indian economy.
Impact Factor = 3.133 (Scientific Journal Impact Factor Value for 2012 by Inno Space Scientific
Journal Impact Factor)
Global Impact Factor (2013)= 0.326 (By GIF)
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Crowd Funding: An online Financing option
Abstract:
In the current economic climate wherein banks as well as investors have become more risk
averse to safeguard their investments, crowd funding has emerged as an alternative tool of
financing. It is a budding and innovative online platform for small businesses and startup
entrepreneurs that have the common problem of attracting outside capital for funding a new
venture. This paper is an attempt to present the concept of crowdfunding, an online fundraising
option available to new start-ups. In spite of the fact that crowd funding has emerged as a
successful online fund raising option in developed countries like US, it is yet at a very nascent
stage in developing countries like India. The paper endeavors to explain different business
platforms and models of crowd funding available universally. Since the concept is new an
attempt is also made to discuss the risks and benefits associated with the online funding option.
Based on the available empirical data the paper discusses the economic relevance of crowd
funding and its applicability to start-up financing and funding creative ventures and research
projects. Eventually the scope of crowd funding is narrowed down to India, specifically. The
paper concludes with the prospects and challenges that crowd funding have in Indian economy.
1 Introduction
Crowd funding is a budding and innovative online platform for small businesses and startup
entrepreneurs that have the common problem of attracting outside capital or funding at the
beginning of a new venture. In the current economic climate wherein banks as well as
investors have become more risk averse to safeguard their investments and demand for
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collaterals in exchange of investments, entrepreneurs have search other alternatives for raising
capital. Crowd funding has emerged as an alternative tool of financing with opportunities to
increase their media presence in society, to increase their investment base and funding prospects.

In Western countries like the US and the UK, Crowd funding is gaining as a popular concept of
raising capital by entailing the use of internet or social networking sites such as Facebook or
LinkedIn or Twitter or even some dedicated websites. Companies that wish to raise money via
crowd funding can access two options. Either they can use existing available sites like
Kickstarter, Indiegogo, Rockethub etc. or else utilize own websites. It is the process of one party
financing a project by requesting and receiving small contribution from many parties in
exchange for a form of value to those parties. To raise fund online entrepreneurs are just required
to create an online profile and explain about the project and fund-raising goals and share the
same with public at large, including peers, relatives, friends , acquaintances friends, and so
forth.

2 Problem Statement: In spite of the fact that crowd funding has emerged as a successful online
fund raising option in developed countries, it is yet at a very nascent stage in developing
countries like India. The basic purpose of this paper is to analyze what is the potential of crowd
funding as a financing tool in developing countries?
3 Objectives of research
1. To understand the majorly accepted models of crowd funding across globe.
2. To identify the risks and benefits associated with crowd funding.
3. To appraise the prospect of crowd funding in India.
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3. Research Methodology:
Research design followed is descriptive in nature. Data collected is secondary in nature from
various websites, journals and newspapers.

4. Models of crowd funding:
The concept of crowd funding model seems to be very easy where often a large cluster of
people accepts to finance a project by investing relatively small amount of money via web
platform and virtual money transfer tools. But in reality there are divergent models of crowd
funding via which money is raised. An acronym D.R.E.I.M. which is a minivation of
commonly available fund raising models which stands for (Chris Buckingham, 2012) :


Donation



Reward



Equity



Interest



Mixed.

4.1 Donation Model: This works on basic philanthropy, whereby people give money towards a
good cause. In this model, people contribute their funds to a project without any expectations of
financial benefits. In this model, two major factors seems to drive donors, and getting back
financial returns isn‘t one of them:
-

Satisfaction of helping a good cause (most of charities)

-

Receiving news, tangible proofs that the money was efficiently used
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4.2 Reward Model: While there are actually 5 main categories of crowd funding, one of the
most popular is reward-based crowd funding (the kind used by sites like on Kickstarter and
Indiegogo). The basic modus operandi of reward model goes like an entrepreneur posts a project
available for funding up on a crowd funding platform like RocketHub with a set deadline.
Frequently, special promotional videos are produced to help get sponsors interested in the
project. In return for sponsoring a project, these sponsors receive different rewards depending on
the amount of funding they commit (defined by the business or entrepreneur behind the project).
Interested sponsors donate in the project and share the projects with family, friends and on social
networks. If funding targets are hit before the project's deadline, the deal "tilts" and monies are
exchanged, rewards are committed. Typically, within the months following a successful project
funding, sponsors receive their rewards.

4.3 Equity based model: This model is also known as investment model. Here the investor
receives an equity stake in the project. In simple terms, the company sells some or all of its
shares to the members of the crowd. As equity owners of the company, the crowd realizes a
return of its investment if the company performs well and receives a share of the profits in the
form of a dividend. Equity crowd funding is challenging to donation model. Instead of offering
incentives to donate (like Kickstarter's brand of crowd funding), in equity crowd funding,
companies sell off actual shares to interested investors. Equity crowd funding is often subject to
securities and financial regulation since it involves investment into a commercial enterprise.

4.4 Interest based Model: This model is like getting a loan from the bank wherein instead of
borrowing loan from banks the companies get loan from the crowd as per projects demand. Since
the companies borrow from public they need to convince that the project into which money is
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invested will generate high returns. Another problem with this model is that the rates of interest
may be a little higher than the normal prevailing rates.

4.5 Mixed Model: Mixed is just as it sounds: a mix of models. This model is good for
companies when more than one campaign is needed. It creates a chain reaction and needs double
planning as compared to other models when taken individually. For example companies may
offer investors the chance of a reward or an equity campaign. Investors need to be extra cautious
incase of companies coming up with mixed models as to whether they are regulated with
competent authority to avoid any chance of fraudulent practices.

5. International Crowd funding Platforms:

5.1. Kickstarter : One of the

biggest crowdfunding sites is

Kickstarter which raised

approximately $100 million in funding in 2011 (Kickstarterblog,2011). Kickstarter is globally
available to all legal kind of projects in the world and anyone can be a funder to create a
campaign but must have a U.S. presence theoretically, tax ID. The site provides many level of
support from developing the campaign till it is completed.
5.2. IndieGogo:, IndieGogo offers a lot of tools and support to track any kind of project
anywhere in the world. It is also helpful in that it offers the opportunity to keep money raised
from campaigns that do not reach their goal.
5.3. RocketHub: This forum is also open to any kind of project but includes more social
concepts beyond funding (fueling) project .LaunchPad opportunties are awarded to certain
project builders based on their creations‘ popularity and the evaluation of expert judges.
5.4. Spacehive: It as ―an online funding platform for neighborhood improvement projects‖ – and
primarily for those based in England. Approval is required to launch a campaign.
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5.5. Bitfunding: It is dedicated exclusively to crowdfunding game projects. The model is similar
to that of other crowdfunding sites and supports any kind of game, including video games, card
and board games.
5.6. 33Needs: Its primary strength comes in the form of profit sharing: In exchange for
donations, funders are promised a percentage of profits for a set amount of time. This forum is
relevant for entrepreneurs who are betting on the project‘s success and are willing to share
profits with funders. Its primary focus is on business startups as opposed to other sites, which
tend to be more project-oriented.
5.7. Spot.us: A ―community powered reporting‖ project that lets people present a ―story‖ for
which they request funding by bringing citizens, journalists and news organizations together.
Stories include Government + Politics, Local Science & Business, Race & Demographics,
Consumer Protection and many more.
5.8. Peerbackers: It facilitates project fundraising for entrepreneurs ideas rather than serving as
a platform specifically to promote creative projects. Like other sites, rewards are provided to
funders in return for their contribution. However, these rewards may not include the actual
products under development if the venture has a consumer product associated it.

6. Modus Operandi of Crowd Funding:
Three parties are involved in the business of crowd funding namely Project Campaigner or
Entrepreneur, Website Platformer, and Crowd or Investor.
6.1 Role of Project Campaigner in raising fund online:
 Choose a platform or to create an online profile
 Get the content ready and explain about project
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 Create Interest for fundraising goals
 Get payments right
 Share the same with public at large, including peers, relatives, friends of friends, and so
forth.
 Use social media to reach out more people and keep them up-to-date on the project with
the same enthusiasm as it started throughout the fundraising process.
6.2 Role of crowd in crowd funding:
 Each individual acts as an agent of the offering, selecting and promoting the projects in
which they believe.
 They also play a donor role towards providing help on social projects. In some cases they
might become shareholders and contribute to the development and growth of the offering.
6.3. Role of Website Platform in crowd funding:
 The role of Website Platformer is to bring the other Parties jointly and meet together.
 Publicize the project and keep the crowd updated on the projects work in process.

7. Risks and benefits of Crowd Funding

Crowd funding is an alluring proposition. Funders donate towards a goal in return for products,
perks or rewards. It gives start-ups an opportunity to invest in ideas to make them a reality. But
like investing in any product development, here also risk is involved.

7.1 Benefits of crowd funding:
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 Access to capital — Crowd funding provides entrepreneurs with a way to raise capital
without giving up large parcels of equity interest. It also provides with capital in a
relatively short time. Crowd funding enable sponsors to fund a unique project. It is
difficult to attract traditional institutes to fund a unique, growth oriented but risky
projects.
 No sharing of control: People either fund the project in donation form, reward form or
lending form , so they hold no share in the equity of the company. Entrepreneur can keep
control of over their equity as well as creative independence
 Build awareness — Crowd funding helps startups to build brand awareness before the
project is actually completed. The supporters will be waiting for the project to be
completed, and will tell their friends. Word of mouth publicity is working in the
background by the time project finishes.
 Press Coverage — Crowd funding can be newsworthy. If the campaign is doing well or is
considered interesting, it might gain some press coverage. It will also augment the brand
building and publicity free of cost.
 Feedback — Whether the campaign is successful or not, feedback will be available for
the project. Even if it doesn‘t reaches its goal at least the startup will come to know about
its weak points. And added advantage is that they will not loose significant amount of
money as it came from online funders.

7.2 Risks of crowd funding:
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 All or nothing — Most crowd funding platforms use the ―all or nothing‖ mode of
funding. If in case the project is unable to generate targeted funds, nothing would be
received at the end by the entrepreneur and all efforts go in vain.
 Reputation — As crowd funding helps in generating extra publicity it might be possible
that if the project fails double amount of defame will associate to entrepreneurs name.
This might result in problem of generating fund subsequently.
 Speed —Product of the startups is expected to be ready within months after the end of the
campaign. Funders don‘t like to wait years for their reward.
 Time and money — Superfluous amount of time is required to be devoted if crowd
funding is required. Most rewards can cost hefty money and valuable time. Now that is
dubious whether the project will have enough left over for the original project. Rewards
need to be considered carefully.

8. Crowd Funding In India:

India is a huge developing country with a population of over 1.2 billion and enormous economy.
Raising funds online after seeing capital formation power of crowd funding would be taking hold
in this dynamic country. Amusingly, India has seen a massive crowdfunding success story many
years before the term was coined: the story of the Reliance Industries founder Dhirubhai
Ambani. His small yet growing textile business was crowdfunded by communities across the
Indian state of Gujarat.
Events like the Goa Project and campaigns like Teach for India are few the successful examples
of crowd funding options in India. Even crowd funding is slowly becoming an alternative
funding channel for the Entertainment industry. Film Director Pawan Kumar from Karnataka
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raised Rs 51 lakh using Face book and other platforms for the film Lucia in almost 30 days from
project initiation. Filmmaker Abhay Kumar raised around Rs.5 lakh in just a span last 20 days
for his documentary Placebo; Onir‘s I Am raised around Rs.1 crore over six-nine months.
Recently, with the entry of crowd funding platforms such as Wishberry and Ignite the borders of
raising money online have enlarged. The list of Crowd funding websites based in India is:
1. Ignite Intent
2. PikAVenture.com
3. start51.com
4. YourSeva
5. RangDe
6. WeFunder
7. Ketto
8. LetsVenture
9. WishBerry
10. Catapooolt

8.1 Drivers of Crowd Funding in India:
 Varun Seth, the Founder & CEO of Ketto, a crowdfunding platform based in Mumbai,
feels that India is being the biggest countries for Non Government Organisations
(NGOs), so crowdfunding stands a big chance.
 Section 135 of the new Companies Act,2013 which mandates all companies to spend 2%
of their average net profits on corporate social responsibility, will also help them
crowdfunding gain attraction.
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8.2 SEBI guidelines on crowdfunding:
The passing of the JOBS (Jumpstart Our Business Startups) Bill in US has led to discussion over
a similar Bill in India. There are no specific regulations for Crowd Funding in India as per now.
However, in June 2014, SEBI has issued consultation paper on crowd funding in India. SEBI
may allow equity/debt crowd funding with following proposed rules.
 Crowdfunding platform can be provided by only SEBI registered entities, while
companies can raise up to Rs.10 crore in a year with maximum 200 individual investors.
 Only ascribed investors shall be allowed to participate in crowdfunding activities
explicitly institutional investors, HNIs, and retail investors advised by portfolio managers
or investment advisors.
 Retail investors can invest maximum up to Rs. 60000 or 10% of their net worth.
 A company which have four or more years of experience or companies listed on stock
exchange shall not be permissible to raise funds from this route.
 Only those entities which are not associated with any business group having turnover of
more than Rs.25 crore shall be allowed to raise funds from crowdfunding.
 The entities engaged in real estate or financial sector shall be disqualified of crowd
funding option.

9. Challenges of crowd funding:

Crowdfunding can be a very good method of raising money to finance projects and businesses,
but the success doesn‘t come easy. Therefore a successful campaign requires an strategic plan,
experienced team and a strong customer-focused scheme. All these requires so much funds and
sourcing for funds could also be challenging.
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9.1 Universal
 Timing: Preparing project and launching it depends upon the funds generated within a
stipulated time. If within the ascribed period funds are not generated launch time of
project may suffer ultimately hampering the final product/service to be offered.
 Perception: Generally customers are not inclined towards those product or service which
uses crowdfunding as a source of finance. And thus may avoid buying it ultimately.
 Crowdfunding Fatigue: Preparing plan and advertising it among people is a tedious task
especially when chances of raising funds via publicity are least.
 It's complicated: Raising fund via many sources including online funding could be
complicated. Countries differ on the legal issues related to crowd funding and lot many
legality/documentation may be required before approaching to final public.
 It's hard to stand out: 1000‘s of sites are available worldwide, to choose which one will
be suitable and what unique strategy need to be adopted to publicize project is a difficult
task.
 Investors expect instant gratification: One major problem that comes along with
crowdfunding campaigns is Customer Service. Some people want the advertised product
right away. They are unwilling to wait. Others presume the product will probably never
be made. Thus, addressing these types of questions right at the launch is crucial. Regular
updates will also help alleviate these concerns.

9.2 In India:
 No return on investment for crowd
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In India crowdfunding is quite a misnomer (Ramanuj Mukherjee,2013). In developed
countries like USA if people fund a company through a crowdfunding platform they can
expect some shares in the company and profit from the success of the company. In India,
capital markets law and regulators such as SEBI doesn't allow raising money from the
public in this way with a promise of return on investment of any nature – unless the
company gets listing on a stock exchange. Hence fund raisers can only hope to get money
from people who are willing to donate the money, or perhaps pre-order some products or
services being proposed.
 Uncertainty about promises made:

To attract crowd the fund seekers may make many sweet promises. But what if those
promises are kept? There are strong chances that the project fails because the
entrepreneur may not be able to handle it properly, overestimation of promises may be
made, money may raised as pre-orders and the final product created turns out to be not of
a reasonable or merchantable quality ,etc. In the absence of a proper legal regime the
funding platforms reputation is at stake.
 Auditing and accounting of the funds raised

The people taking crowdfunding should be subjected to some mandatory accounting
standards and auditing. So that the crowd it secured that their money is actually utilized for
the purpose for which it was raised.
 Role and liability of the funding platforms
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The credibility of crowdfunding as a viable medium to fund entrepreneurs can be completely
lost unless funding platforms play fair. It need to ensure that they also follow a set of rules,
maintains fairness in the proceedings, and are held accountable for wrong doing.
 Low trust levels of online sources: India‘s ecommerce space needs to really mature
before anything substantial can happen in this space. People still hesitate to transact
online and still believe on the concept of cash on delivery.

10. Prospect of crowd funding in India:
 Numbers: With $65 billion added to the global economy and 270,000 new jobs created
in year 2014 alone (Vinay Dora,2014), crowdfunding efforts have helped re-build
economies. The World Bank believes the growth of crowdfunding in the coming years
will be spearheaded from emerging markets like Brazil, China and India.
 Regulators: In 2014, SEBI floated regulations for discussion through its crowdfunding
consultation paper. While it may take time for framing equity crowdfunding regulations
the good news is that the first steps have surely been taken. However, there are many in
the startup space who feels that for SEBI regulations to really add value, the new
regulations will need to be much more liberal — beyond just permitting 200 retail
investors and capping off each individual investment in a startup to Rs 60,000.
 Investors: Even the investor community is inclined to grab the opportunities that
crowdfunding presents to a crowded and proud nation like India. Crowdfunding
platforms like Catapooolt ,Ketto and wishberry are receiving positive response for s seed
funding.
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 Product startups: A good number of start ups not only raised funds but also developed
means to engage their potential customers. Pre-sales projects in India had been using
popular US-based crowdfunding platforms for their product pre-orders.
 Social ventures: Several campaigns with a social cause in mind, including those that
sought to empower rural and women entrepreneurs, education projects for children from
vulnerable backgrounds, and projects that sought to create awareness on a range of social
and health issues are receiving positive response from crowd.
 Creative projects: With the advent of rising creative projects, fund rasiers have reached
out to communities to support their music, purchase books they have authored and be part
of art events.
 Media coverage: Apart from covering the news on crowdfunding platforms receiving
seed funding, the media fraternity is also playing its role in amplifying the reach of
several crowdfunding projects.
 Events on crowdfunding: Host of offline activities like Campus workshops and ‗101‘
sessions at co-working spaces for students, startups and investors, Ecosystem developers
like TiE are also helping to promote the concept of online funding.
 Social project-leaders collaborating with hi-tech developers: To solve some of India‘s
perennial social and everyday challenges social project leaders are collaborating with hitech developers which might help to create high impact solutions.

11. Conclusion:
While crowdfunding is one of the most exciting things to happen to entrepreneurs and startups it
is yet to get universal acceptability by a large section of crowd as such. There are serious
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concerns and issues which need to be taken into consideration for this online funding option to
boom. India is also working on consultation paper on crowd funding and is expected to bring in
the requisite laws to support this in a big way, as efficient crowd funding system can really play
the role of catalyst in bringing the startup ideas into reality. The good news for both inventors
and innovators is that crowdfunding is becoming more publicly recognized and legitimized as a
means of funding projects with each passing day. The crowdfunding scene is currently
characterized by high dynamics with increasing numbers of projects from various application
fields that are trying out the crowdfunding option. Although it might suffer from various risks in
its today‘s nascent stage, crowd funding do hold a great potential for future in India and
worldwide.
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